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cameron stewart was a highschool football star, who was on
his way to win a state championship but he got sick the week
before and wasnt able to go but life took a turn for the worst
when he was kidnapped in front of his own home the story is
very exciting as it takes you on a journey through his life as he
trys to make it home this book is very addictive, and i
recommend it to anyone who likes nonstop action and a lot of
twist and turns in a story. Cameron is kidnapped for no
apparent reason The rest of the story follows his escape from
his captors, his journey home and the real reason behind the
mysterious circumstances he finds himself in.A fairly
suspenseful crime thriller The short chapters keep the book
moving at a decent pace and it does a fairly good job of
keeping your attention But because it s a young adult book it
probably doesn t go into any greater depths than I would have
liked.One thing I didn t really like was the overuse of filler
words during dialogue, like , kind of and guy being the main
offenders I understand that this is aimed at teens, the main
characters are teens and the story is set in the US, so sure,
slang, colloquialisms etc., make the dialoguerealistic, but
overusing them becomes annoying, breaks the flow of the
dialogue at times and, in my opinion slightly patronising I was
almost anticipating the use of hella , but I guess the author didn
t know this slang word existed On a positive note I m glad that
the dialogue wasn t too mature , otherwise it might have turned
into something comparable to a Diablo Cody script.The book
itself describes the story as a high concept thriller with a touch
of 24 and The O.C Pretty much correct, although it could have
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done with a little24 and a little less of The O.C. With an
attention grabbing storyline and sassy characters, this book is
one I d read again The storyline itself is easy to follow, but not
to the point where it is dull In fact, it s anything but I mean, how
can a story be dull when a kidnapping, an escape, and a
murder all occur within the first 5 chapters There weren t many
parts that were boring, it really did a good job at holding my
attention.The characters were really something It seems like
there is a little of every personality type known spread out
through every character, whether it be evil, good, kind, rude, or
just down right wierd Yet it doesn t go overboard with them
There aren t really any that are totally unnecessary, unlike
other books I ve read.One of the few flaws I ve noticed with this
book, is that the narration can be a little stale at times There
are a few points throughout the book in which it goes less into
telling a story, andinto just describing an occurance It didn t go
into much detail, but just told what all happened This led to a
few points in which I felt like I was reading a report, rather than
a novel.But other than that, there really isn t much to say other
than it s worth reading It may have its flaws, but it s not a book
to pass up Give it a whirl if you can.Level 3 Question In the
beginning of the story, Cam kills a man so he can escape his
kidnappers While he did technically commit murder, it was only
for his survival and safety Is murder justifiable A young boy
living in Los Angeles Califonia is one day mysteriously
kiddnapped Cam is a part of a rather wealthy family and is well
known to many people One day he goes out for a drive that
turns into a car wreck and he wakes up in a room with nothing,
not even shoes.When Cameron Finnaly fakes a bathroom
emergency he quickly thinks of a plan that leads to the death of
the guard who was supposed to be watching him Not thinking
Cam starts to run through the empty house, hoping not run into
any bad guys Sucessfully he makes it out the door and down
the long, dark, cold driveway that led to the mysterious
mansion he just escaped After killing someone and running
away from his myterious kiddnappers, Cam is very hesitant in
finding out that he is all the way up in Washington.Coincedently
some police were notified of a robbery nearby, and mistake
Cam for their criminal Not thinking clearly once again Cam runs
making it seem as if he actually did something wrong on
purpose After hours of running he finds a safe way home with a
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couple of new friends.Once he gets back to L.A he finally
makes it home safely but is being closely watched until they
find out the reason he was kiddnapped in the first place This
book was really good, it was full of action and mystery I
personally did not learn anything from this book that would help
me in the future It was just a fun book that literaly keeps you on
the edge of your seat until you re done. I am a person that
doesn t find reading very interesting and sometimes even
boring But Zoo was different than any book I ve read recently It
had a lot action and plot that was easy to follow, but also the
right mix of detail about characters that flowed with the actual
story The books theme that i picked up was sometimes you re
put in situations where it s just you, no one to help You rely on
yourself and what people have taught you to get by Even
survive The story starts with Cam main character waking up to
find that he was kidnapped and finds his way out by using a
arisol can and a couple kicks to escape Just one example of
Cam using his surroundings to get out of a hard situation He
gets by just enough because of his instinct s I really enjoyed
reading Zoo and love this kind of Action pact style of writing
Hopefully I can find other that are of the same genre.I would
recommend this book, even if reading isn t on the top of your
list. Zoo was an amazing book in my opinion The author does
an amazing job of transitioning and keeping the reader
informed even though the book is so full of non stop action
Cameron Stewart is a well off kid who was going to play in his
school s state championship football game But everything
takes a turn for the worse when he is t boned, kidnapped and
drugged by a mysterious group of people He wakes up to find
that his only way to get out is to knockout the guard but after
he executes his plan he realizes that the guard is dead and the
only thing he can do is run away The story takes an
evenmysterious twist when he finds out there is a chip in his
arm after he was shot that could ve only been planted by his
parents And the only thing he can ask himself is who can he
depend on now, when everyone seems to be out agaisnt him I
would sincerely recommend this book to anyone who likes a
book with a lot of twists and wants to try and figure out what
they re really after from Camerons father. Zoo Life Couldn T
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Maryland Zoo, Balti Via I read the book Zoo By Graham Marks
This book has very good detail and makes the reader want to
keep on reading I m not normally someone to read books but
this book was pretty dang good The book was way better than
expected The title is kind of misleading because the book has
nothing to do with a zoo This book takes place on the east
coast of the U.S in California and Oregon Cam is a kid who
gets kidnapped and is trying to make his way home but then
realizes that home is not the safer place He hitchs a ride with
some people and lives with them for a couple of weeks Cam is
a real fast and good problem solver This book has a great story
line The author is rather creative and puts a good picture in the
readers mind I recommend this book to anyone that likes

mystery and action books If you have the oppertunity to read
this book, read it What I liked most about the book is all the
action and suspense that came with all the imagry, it all just
mixes together in a great way for a good action book in my
opinion However there are some things I really didnt like about
the book too like the ending it really could have had a better
one then the one it has now There were also some memorable
parts of the book that just really stood out to me like when Mark
said I could feel my blood pumping rapidly, I felt really groggy
like if my head had just been hammerd on page 23 paragraph
2 because this kind of gives you a picture of what hes feeling
after waking up in a room after getting kidnapped If you were
kidnapped and woke up in a room hooked up on all kinds of
meds how would you react would you panic,or play it cool and
be calm A One thing i liked about Zoo by Graham Marks is how
it makes the reader feel involved I really liked how my heart
rate would speed up when something happened that s really
exciting, or when something creepy is going on in the book and
you can feel that pit in your stomach I think every student
should read this book if they like to read or don t like to read B
The only thing I didn t like about this book was how every other
chapter would drag out and nothing interesting would happen
C Everything you can imagine is real I find this quote to be
important because it is very true and there is no denying it.D If
you were to wake up and find out that you have been
kidnapped, how would you react
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